Turbocharge Your
Employee Benefits
Communication
Increase employee engagement?
Check.
Attract high-caliber talent?
Check.
Galvanize your workforce
with great benefits
communication today.

Communication
Is Critical
Over 60% of employers
find retention more difficult
than hiring.1
It’s symptomatic of an underlying transition in
the American workforce today. We’ve seen how
the Great Resignation has swept the nation,
and, for the most part, it can be attributed to
one major factor: employees don’t feel valued
by their organization.2
Boosting employee engagement and,
therefore, increasing retention requires a
holistic approach. A crucial component is
a strong benefits package — but just as
important (and often overlooked) is how you
communicate those benefits to your people.
By making your employees aware of exactly
what’s available and how to take advantage
of it, you establish yourself as an employer
that cares.
And when your people realize that their
wellbeing is a priority of yours, they’re
69% less likely to seek other jobs.3

Read on for insights on how to
communicate your benefits effectively,
so you can keep your employees loyal
and happy, attract new people to the
team — and protect your bottom line.
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1
No matter how you
cut it, the C-suite
will never be able
to articulate the
wants and needs of
employees better
than the employees
can themselves.
For that, you need
to open the floor up
to your people.

Listen to the
Needs of Your
Workforce
Only after conducting this primary research
with your employees will you know which
benefits are best suited to them — supporting
their wellbeing and providing an appropriate
safety net for the unexpected.

1. Amass
First things first, you need to consider how
you’re going to obtain your feedback. Ideally,
you’ll want to ask employees their thoughts
on your benefits package through a
combination of the following mediums:
• Digital or physical surveys

• One-on-one meetings
• Always-on feedback systems

2. Assess and Take Action
Feedback should paint a clear picture
of what’s working and what isn’t. Focus
on implementing feasible changes while
being upfront with employees on which
elements you can’t change.

$400-550

of employees want
more frequent employee
engagement surveys4

the estimated annual
cost of low employee
engagement5
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This exercise shouldn’t be a one-off event.
Successful organizations in this regard ensure
continuous development of their benefits
package to respond to an adapting workforce.

The Macro Trends Matter
What one employee weighs as important
may not matter at all to another.
Your workplace’s demographics and amalgam
of different lifestyles will no doubt skew how
you implement your benefits schedule.
Since you can’t please everyone simultaneously
with the same plan, flexibility is a must.
Voluntary benefits are an easy win here as
they come at little to no cost to the business
— while allowing your employees to pick and
choose the offerings that best suit them.

• Email blasts

58%

3. See Step 1

BILLION

Want to Learn More?
•H
 ere are our top tips on how you can listen
to your employees and let them know you
hear them
•D
 ownload our eBook to find out more
about personalizing employee plans with
voluntary benefits

41%
lower absenteeism
seen in highly engaged
workplaces6
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2
A good benefits
package doesn’t
mean good
benefits literacy:
most millennial
employees
report not fully
understanding
their benefits.7

Put Benefits
Education First…
As an employer, it’s your duty to change that.
But simply making the materials available isn’t
going to cut it when 80% of organizations8
report that employees don’t read them.
The most successful strategies for resonating
with employees include:
• segmented communication
by life stage
• communicating year-round
• distilling the complex content8
Consider a carefully crafted content strategy
that maximizes engagement by resonating
with your employees. And don’t gloss over
voluntary benefits, as there are a lot of
options to choose from.

Borrow From the Pros
Your benefits and insurance partners
have likely been contemplating the issue of
effective benefits communication since their
inception. And they’ll be more than happy to
help out.
Speak to them about the challenges you’re
facing, and ask them for existing flyers,
email templates and brochures that you can
customize and distribute.
Be sure to have your partners check out your
overall strategy as well, as they can help you
reframe your offering to bring out perks you
may have overlooked.
For instance, Combined Insurance’s Accident
policy covers unexpected injuries. But the policy
may also provide a wellness benefit that people
might not know about, which contributes up to
$50 a year towards preventative check-ups (e.g.,
cancer screenings, mammograms, colonoscopies
and more).

30.5%

70%

71%

of employees do not
perceive value in their
benefits8

of benefit-eligible Americans are
more likely to work for an employer
offering voluntary benefits9

of those receiving healthcare navigation
assistance are more likely to rate their
workplace’s health culture highly10
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3
Navigating employee
benefits (particularly
insurance) can
be confusing.
That’s why it’s
imperative that
you help your
people navigate
benefits in the right
way, ensuring they
understand their
value and know when
and how to use them.

...And Make
It Engaging
More Access

More Clarity

It should be as easy as possible for employees
to get the information they need. Make
resources available digitally and physically,
leveraging tools such as email, memos,
brochures or team folders.

The last thing you want to do is overload
your employees with information.

Also consider the different preferences of your
employees. The tech-proficient ones may prefer
an internal landing page. The tech-averse may
prefer receiving updates in the mail. Those
often in the field may be better reachable via
phone call or SMS.

Pull out the key points and structure them
as headlines on your documents, so anyone
can quickly skim them to get the gist of the
communication. Develop these points with
subheadings and bulleted lists to make
complex topics more digestible — and steer
clear of jargon.
Got a marketing/design team? They can best
advise on structuring for reader engagement.

Ultimately, you’ll want to develop a strategy
that uses multiple channels to ensure success.

More Frequency

Bear in mind that many people make benefit
decisions with their partners, so try to make
your information accessible outside of the
workplace, too.

Employees are far more likely to absorb
benefits information if it’s drip-fed to them
over time. Make a point of speaking to them
on a regular basis.
Consider spotlighting certain benefits when
they’re relevant — e.g., Accident Insurance
before spring/summer sports season kickoff,
mental health benefits during Mental Health
Awareness Month, or Critical Illness Insurance
during American Heart Month.

22%

67%

59%

of companies do not
use any print channels
for communication11

of employees think it’s important for
their employer to educate their partner
about their benefits12

of employees plan on paying more
attention to employee benefits in
the current climate13
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The
Takeaway

The Right Benefits
Communication Can
Energize Your Business.
By offering valuable benefits and communicating
them effectively, you empower your existing
employees — and give new talent a compelling
reason to join you.
They’ll see you’re supporting their health and
wellbeing and helping to protect them during
challenging times, which is something they’ll
thank you for.
In short: it’s not enough to have great benefits
in place. You also need great communication,
so that everyone feels heard and truly values
the work you’re doing to keep your team
charging forward.

Find a Dedicated
Benefits Partner
We’ve got a range of voluntary benefits
to meet your employees’ specific needs
— and we’ll help you communicate them
simply, thoughtfully and effectively.
Get in touch with your agent to
learn more.

1-800-490-1322
Fill out our online form
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About Us
For a century, we’ve been
committed to supporting
individuals and businesses
like yours, and the people in the
communities you serve, in the
right way, at the right time.
We have a deep understanding of what matters
to small business owners — making it easy for
you to provide and communicate insurance
benefits to your employees.

Our Voluntary
Insurance Products
• Accident
• Cancer
• Critical Illness
• Disability
• Hospital Indemnity
• Life
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The information contained in this document is intended for general informational purposes and is not intended to provide legal or other expert advice.
You should consult knowledgeable experts as to any questions you may have. Neither Combined nor its employees or agents shall be liable for the use
of any information or statements made or contained in any information provided herein. This document contains citation to third-party Web sites solely
for informational purposes and as a convenience to readers and not as an endorsement by Combined of the entities referenced or the contents on such
third-party Web sites. Combined is not responsible for the content of cited third-party sites and does not make any representations regarding the content
or accuracy of materials on such cited Web sites.
Insurance underwritten by Combined Insurance Company of America (Chicago, IL). In New York, insurance
underwritten by Combined Life Insurance Company of New York.

